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LED UNDER CABINET LIGHTS
LED PUCK LIGHTS
Under Cabinet Lights can add an Additional layer of Lighting to indoor Commercial/Residential Places
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LED UNDER CABINET LIGHTS

LED PUCK LIGHTS

The LED Under cabinet lighting 
is useful in adding an additional 
lighting at the indoor residential 
and commercial applications, 
they are more like decorative 
and functional lights that can 
make even the corners look 
more beautiful and versatile. 
Both LED under cabinet lights 
and LED puck lights are 
important part of decorative 
illumination and can be used 
to lighten the indoor areas at 
homes or offices.

Both these lighting fixtures can 
enhance the overall home and 
business decor and no other 
lighting can replace these 
LEDs. These lights can be used 
to add accent lighting at the 
indoor places of your residential 
complexes and commercial 
places as well and they can 
highlight the counterparts, 
shelves, under cabinet areas, 
kitchens etc in an innovative 
and different way. Some of the 
advantages of installing these 
LED under cabinet lights and 
LED puck lights are mentioned 
below
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Some other benefits of installing LED puck lights and LED 
under cabinet lights are as follows

ADDS UNIQUE DISTINCTION 
TO HOMES OR OFFICES

Both these LED puck lights and LED 
under cabinet lights can make the 
countertops, shelves, almirahs etc shine 
and elegant. With the help of these 
lights, any particular product or item can 
look more illuminated which previously 
was left darken due to non-availability of 
traditional lights to reach over there. You 
can easily fix these lights at the under-
cabinet or other difficult to reach places 
as well to make the object or item look 
real and visible.

HIGHER CRI

These LED under cabinet lights and 
LED puck lights come with higher CRI 
of more than 90 that is useful to lighten 
the objects in a real and natural way. 
These lights are a perfect source of 
illumination to lighten Kitchen Cabinets, 
Drawers, Pantry, Office shelves etc; by 
lighting specific areas of a room you 
don’t need to light up the entire room 
which further reduces the need of more 
lights, Moreover, the rooms will remain 
cooler as much lesser number of lights 
are being installed at the indoor places.

ENERGY EFFICIENT

These small LED puck lights and LED 
under cabinet lights produce more 
amounts of lumens as compared to their 
traditional counterparts; under cabinet 
task lighting also delivers amazing 
lighting results by using only few watts 
of power only. Moreover, these lights 
eliminates the shadows that are created 
by cabinets and ceiling light fixtures 
and by installing these lights correctly, 
the shadows from countertops can be 
eliminated easily.
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